STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, complete fill in the circle(s) to your choice(s) like this: •

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT
JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN (Republican)

VICE-PRESIDENT
BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN (Democrat
Democratic-Farmer-Labor)

VICE-PRESIDENT
CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND ROSE CLEMENTE (Green)

VICE-PRESIDENT
ROGER CALERIO AND ADIVSION KENNEDY (Independent)

VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph Nader and Matt Gonzalez (Green)

Chairman of the Senate
Bob Barr and Wayne A. Root (Libertarian)

Chairman of the House
Chuck Baldwin and Darrell Castle (Constitutional
Republican)

U.S. SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE
DEAN BARKLEY (Republican)
NORM COLEMAN (Republican)
AL FRANKEN (Democrat)
CHARLES AZHICH (Independent)
JAMES NEMACK (Libertarian)

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 7 Vote for ONE
DAVID DILLON
ERIK PAULSEN
ASHWIN BACHA

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 48B VOTE FOR ONE
TIM QUINN
DEBRA HELSTROM (Independent)
ALAN HANCOCK

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Failure to vote on a constitutional amendment will have the same effect as voting no for the amendment.

To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, complete fill in the circle next to the word "YES" for that question.

To vote against a proposed amendment, complete fill in the circle next to the word "NO" for that question.

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT: MILITARY, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS

Should the Legislature be authorized to designate areas on the Minnesota border to be protected as wilderness, and prohibiting certain activities and use of the lands and waters, to permit limited recreational use and use (such as hunting, fishing, and access for recreation), and to provide for the conservation and enhancement of the wilderness?

Should the Legislature be authorized to designate areas on the Minnesota border to be protected as wilderness, and prohibiting certain activities and use of the lands and waters, to permit limited recreational use and use (such as hunting, fishing, and access for recreation), and to provide for the conservation and enhancement of the wilderness?

Should the Legislature be authorized to designate areas on the Minnesota border to be protected as wilderness, and prohibiting certain activities and use of the lands and waters, to permit limited recreational use and use (such as hunting, fishing, and access for recreation), and to provide for the conservation and enhancement of the wilderness?

Should the Legislature be authorized to designate areas on the Minnesota border to be protected as wilderness, and prohibiting certain activities and use of the lands and waters, to permit limited recreational use and use (such as hunting, fishing, and access for recreation), and to provide for the conservation and enhancement of the wilderness?

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
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To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice.

## JUDICIAL OFFICES

### SUPREME COURT
- **Associate Justice 1**: Vote for one
  - **Paul H. Anderson**
  - **Tim Tinkelsta**

- **Associate Justice 2**: Vote for one
  - **Lorre Skjeriven Ulleia**
  - **Deborah Hieglund**

### COURT OF APPEALS
- **Judge 1**: Vote for one
  - **Terri J. Stoneburner**

- **Judge 2**: Vote for one
  - **Edward Toussaint, Jr.**

- **Judge 3**: Vote for one
  - **Thomas A. Kautz**

- **Judge 4**: Vote for one
  - **Roger H. Klaphake**

- **Judge 5**: Vote for one
  - **Hamnet Langer**

- **Judge 6**: Vote for one
  - **Kevin G. Ross**

### 4TH DISTRICT COURT
- **Judge 1**: Vote for one
  - **Eugene Link**

- **Judge 2**: Vote for one
  - **Philip R. Bush**

- **Judge 3**: Vote for one
  - **David L. Piper**

- **Judge 4**: Vote for one
  - **Jane Rasmussen**

- **Judge 5**: Vote for one
  - **James T. Swenson**

- **Judge 6**: Vote for one
  - **Bill Koch**

- **Judge 7**: Vote for one
  - **Ann L. Hoyer**

- **Judge 8**: Vote for one
  - **Kerry Meyer**

- **Judge 9**: Vote for one
  - **Kathryn H. Quaintance**

- **Judge 10**: Vote for one
  - **Mary Stensrud Durfda**

### JUDGE 43
- **Judge 43**: Vote for one
  - **Janet Nordell Poston**

### JUDGE 47
- **Judge 47**: Vote for one
  - **Sara M. Brinsford**

### JUDGE 53
- **Judge 53**: Vote for one
  - **S. S. Bernardson**